PRESIDENT – SPECIAL RECOGNITION

Meet the Breed
Westminster

Pam Holzapfel
PRESIDENT – SPECIAL RECOGNITION
Meet the Breed
AKC National Championship Show

Jacquelyn “Jackie” Royce
PRESIDENT – SPECIAL RECOGNITION
GRAND FUTURITY WINNER
GCH. CH. MIDNIGHT SKY'S DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT
CELEBRATING

25

YEARS OF MEMBERSHIP
GRETCHEN - First Boxer with a flyball dog title.
2001, Westminster Week, receiving Jake’s Science Diet Award for #5 Dog All Breed.
Pictured: Michael Shepherd, Skip Abel, Linda Abel, Dottie James, Keith Robbins, Cheryl Robbins

Skip & Linda Abel
STORYBOOK
ICH. Copper Hill's Night Storm

CH. Copper Hill's Raw Silk

Cindy Baril
COPPER HILL
Kathryn “Kathy” Garrity
KASH
Clayton G. Haviland IV

GARNSEY
CH. TuRo’s Futurian of Cachet
“FUTURE”

Clayton G. Haviland IV
GARNSEY
Salena McCloud
MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP

JIM FORTNEY
ABC DIRECTOR’S AWARD
BARRY WYERMAN
HALL OF FAME NOMINEES
JOYCE CAMPBELL
BOX RUN
EDWARD J. GARICH
JERED
HALL OF FAME RECIPIENT
TRACY HENDRICKSON
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT RECIPIENTS
SHARON STECKLER
RONARD
WESLEY & ANN TOMHAVE
WESAN
SPECIAL AWARD
TIM HUTCHINS
UNSUNG HERO CANINE NOMINEES
Bix-L's Skywalker
CD BN RAE HIAs
HSAsM FDC CA
THDX RATO CGCA
CGCU TKA
"Sky"
Evangeline “Eva”
GCHG CH Rocket's Oh No! It's Devo at Fahnestock "Devo"
UNSUNG HERO CANINE WINNER
EVANGELINE “EVA”
UNSUNG HERO HUMAN NOMINEES
Unsung Hero Nominees

Christina Ghimenti
Unsung Hero Nominees

Connie Haywood & Nadine Kuhlemeier
Unsung Hero Nominees

Kerry A. Jones
Unsung Hero Nominees

Rachel Osborn
UNSUNG HERO WINNER
RACHEL OSBORN
CONFORMATION AWARDS
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS

GCH CH Irondale N Symphony's Going The Distance
Sire: GCH CH Wildcrest N Irondale's Walking On The Wildside
Dam: CH Symphony's Brand New Day, DOM
Breeder: Mollie Smith & Wendy Bettis & Reuben Smith
Owner: James Bettis & Wendy Bettis
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS
CH Moonlight's Perfect 10 At Cinnrhee
Sire: CH Cinnrhee Sterling Silvr Bullet
Dam: Eastport's Black Opal
Breeders/Owners: Sharyn Chevrier & Michelle Chevrier
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS
GCHP CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST BEST OF BREED WINS
GCHP CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST
BEST IN
SHOW
SPECIALTY
WINS
GCHP CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
GCHP CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST
RESERVE
BEST IN
SHOW
WINS
GCHP CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST
BEST
IN
SHOW
WINS
MOST
BEST IN
SHOW
WINS
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

CinniBon
Bonnie Wagaman
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
GCHG CH Irondale's Look At Me Now, SOM, SOMG
Sire:  GCH CH Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy, SOM, SOMG, LOM
Dam:  GCH CH Gingerbread Christmas Cookie, CGC, RN, DOM, DOMG
Breeders:  Lenore Ryan & Wendy Bettis
Owners:  James & Wendy Bettis
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
CH Black Dymond's French Girl, DOM
Sire: CH Hallmarks Rumor Has It
Dam: Black Dymond's Are Forever
Breeders/Owners: Hanna Kenny & Kristi Kenny
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET (TIE)

AM/CAN CH Naja's Enterprise of Summer CD AGN, AM/CAN SOM
Sire:  AM/CAN CH Summer's Dash Riprock, AM/CAN SOM
Dam:  Mi-T's You're Still the One
Breeders:  Naomi & James Gibbs
Owner:  Josie O'Reilly
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET (TIE)

WW CH Twinkle Star v.Eurozone IPO1 ZTP BH, SOM
Sire: Arkan De Villa-Nika
Dam: Koloni Chiara
Breeder/Owner: Alexandra Gav
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

Rocket N Focal Point's Written In The Stars CD RA MX MXB MXJ MXF CGC TKN, DOM
Sire: CH MACH Lemko's Shootin' Star at Rocket CD BN RA MXS MJS
MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XF CGC
Dam: Rocket's Walk 'N The Clouds
Breeders: Jennifer Hitt, Carolyn Jowell & Kerry Rodgers
Owner: Kerry Rodgers
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD

MACH Sunchases Running The Red UD BN RM RAE2 MXG MJS
OF CA CGCA

Sire: CH Breezewoods Lord Of Wystmont CDX RE
Dam: Sunchases Little Black Dress UDX OM1 RA AX AXJ OF CA CGCA

Breeders/Owners: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Goselin-Brouillette
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD
MACH Katlin's White Gold Of Summer At First Branch MXB
MJS MXP MJP XF THDN CGC TKI

Sire: CH Naja's Enterprise Of Summer
Dam: CH Backbeat Bix-L's Double Trouble

Breeders: Kathy Veglahn & Linda Johnson
Owner: Lisa C. Godfrey
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD

MACH Lando's Silhouette Set N'Jett MXS MJS NJP XF RATO

Sire: CH Tadd's Forever In Rhinestones
Dam: Lando's Onyx To Goodness Of Tadd CA CGC

Breeders: Trish Olinghouse & Donna Doane
Owner: Marcella A. Smith
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD
TOP AGILITY AWARD

MACH5 Miss Kimber Jones RN MXC2 MJG2 XF T2B CGC

Sire: Dennis's Duke Of Roedersville
Dam: Princess Ann Birchwood

Breeders: Dennis Lee Nolt & Miriam Nolt
Owner: Fietta L. Jones
TOP AGILITY AWARD
TOP OBEDIENCE AWARD

Sunchase Heart's Desire UDX PCD OM1

Sire: CH Sunchase's Zero To Hero UDX RN MX MXJ
Dam: CH Indigo's Wynning Roulette Spin At Sunchase

Breeders: Rhoda Brouillette & Tracy Hendrickson
Owners: Peggy Mcconnell & Tracy Hendrickson
TOP PERFORMANCE AWARD

Sunchases Little Pink Ribbon UDX3 OM3 BN RAE MX MXS MXJ MJS OF CA CGCA TKA

Sire: CH Breezewoods Lord Of Wystmont CDX RE
Dam: Sunchases Little Black Dress UDX OM1 RA AX AXJ OF CA CGCA

Breeders/Owners: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Goselin-Brouillette
TOP PERFORMANCE AWARD
LEGION OF MERIT
SIRE & DAM OF MERIT
SIRE & DAM OF MERIT OF GRAND CHAMPIONS
GCH DLG Rainbow’s End DOM LOM
Cromo Soto X JR’s Galilea
GCX ACC Ensign's Futura Vita of Tybrushe
CGN DOM DOMC LOMC LOM
ACC Elharlen’s Your Choice x CH Denbar’s Dolce Vita DOM
American Boxer Club

SIRES and DAMS
OF MERIT
OF
GRAND CHAMPIONS
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

CH Avalon’s
Code Red
SOM SOMG

CH Avalon’s
Windwalker
X
CH Avalon’s Lalique
SIRE OF MERIT
American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCHG ACC Shadigee's Sequel to Legends
SOM SOMG

CH Pearlisle N Standing O Risk Factor
SOM
X
ACC Shadigee’s Lady Luck
DOM DOMG
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

CH Breho’s Emerson
Voodoo Doll
DOM DOMG

CH Storybook
Page After Page SOM
x
CH Breho Emerson
Shock ‘n Y’all DOM
DAM OF MERIT
American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

CH Envision  Talk is Cheap DOM DOMG
CH R and G’s Spellbound at Evolution
GCH Daybreak’s Glamorous DOM
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

Haberl’s Golden Child BN RN DOM DOMG

AMC Guapo (Soto) SOM TT x

CH Haberl’s Forever Young CD RE
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

CH O’Bravo N South Willow’s Red Hot Chili Pepper
DOM DOMG

CH Ein-Von’s Knockout
x
O’Bravo Reign of Spanish Beauty
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Adellin's Twitter.com SOM
CH Turo's Overture SOM X
CH Draco y Nantess Last Dance DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCH Carma’s Nightwatch at Lattalane SOM
CH Tadd’s Armed and Dangerous x CH Sapphire’s Magic Smoke of TJ
CH Cinnibon’s Know When to Hold’um SOM
CH Aplaws Double Dynamite X GCH Strawberry’s Golden Cinnibon DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHB Encore’s Renegade SOM

CH Encore’s Ferrari SOM

x

Encore’s Undeniable DOM

American Boxer Club
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Ensign’s Architect
SOM

GCH ACC Rikar’s Crime of the Century SOM

x

CH Ensign’s Futura Vita of Tybrushe
DOM LOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHG Galaroc N Ewing’s Showdown SOM

CH Ewing’s Maverick of Maxl

x

GCH DLG Rainbow’s End DOM LOM
Heromiari Faust at Ronin CGCB SOM

‘T Hazenbergshof Apollo x Heroimari Senorita
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHS Liston’s Hi-Tech DaVinci Code SOM

CH Hi-Tech Johnny J of Boxerton SOM LOM X CH Liston’s Lucky Charms DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHG Marburl and Illyrian’s Lone Ranger SOM

CH Marburl’s Hidalgo SOM
X
GCH Illyrian’s Charmed I’m Sure DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHB
Mason Hill’s
Eye of the Tiger
SOM

GCH Illyrian and
Marburl’s Hail to
The Chief SOM

X

GCHB McCoy’s &
Cancia’s Cross My
Heart DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHS Maxl’s Stay Gold SOM

CH Illyrian’s Trilogy SOM
X
GCH DLG Rainbow’s End DOM LOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GAC ACC
Tybrushe’s Sultan of Swing
SOM

GCH ACC Rikar’s
Crime of the Century
SOM
X
CH Ensign’s
Futura Vita of Tybrushe
DOM LOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHG Wit’s End Night Reveler SOM

ACC Samson N Asuncion New Start X Wit’s End Total Eclipse DOM
American Boxer Club

DAM OF MERIT
2018
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

CH Bar-K’s One and Only DOM

Brookwood’s Il Divo of Boxella x Bar-K’s Barberinni
CH Black Dymond’s French Girl DOM

CH Hallmark’s Rumor Has It SOM x Black Dymond’s Are Forever TT
GCH Boyle’s Destiny Dream Girl of Nantess DOM
CH Nantess Just Try It SOM x
CH Sarkel’s Setum Up Again at Nantess DOM DOMG
DAM OF MERIT

Cedar’s One Special Night DOM

GCH White Pines Special Escort

x

Ritchey’s Princess
DAM OF MERIT

GCH Cinnibon
N 4M’s
Shameless
DOM

GCHG ACC
Irondale’s Look At
Me Now
SOM SOMG
x
Cinnibon’s O Mighty
Isis
Cinnibon's Sweet Sensation DOM

CH Ensign's Honest Abe x CH Telstar's Cinni-Bon SensaShan
DAM OF MERIT

CH Encore’s Notoriety DOM

CH Encore’s Paths of Glory SOM x CH Encore’s Doulton
GCH Harmson N Standing-O Crazy in Love DOM
GCH Harmson ‘N’ Standing-O Be Good To Me x
Harmson N Standing-O’s Day DreaM
Hi-Tech’s
Stormy Weather
DOM

CH Hi-Tech Johnny J
of Boxerton
SOM LOM
x
GCHB Hi-Tech Hi-Drama
of
Sherry Shoot JP DOM
DAM OF MERIT

GCH Irondale’s Jersey Shore DOM
GCHG ACC Irondale's Look at Me Now SOM SOMG
CH Irondale N Rodela's Flash Forward DOM
DAM OF MERIT

GCHS Jokar’s N Happy Tail’s Fergalicious DOM
GCH Barbiloc’s Dart Image at Happy Tails CD RA NA NAJ SOM x
GCHB Jokar’s Blonde Ambition’s Of Happy Tail’s DOM
DAM OF MERIT

GCHS Just-A-Wyn’s Ferocious Ferrari  DOM
CGHS Sharledar’s Simply Decadent x
CH Just-A-Wyn Celtic Princess
American Boxer Club

DAM OF MERIT

GCHS Kaja’s Ruby Red Rascal at Maximus DOM

Rodon’s Break Away at Kaja x Kaja’s Freedom to Believe
DAM OF MERIT

Kenbru Flaming Star DOM

WWC Twinkle Star v Eurozone SOM x Kenbru Star Gazer
DAM OF MERIT

CH KT’s Crème De Cacao DOM

Korbel’s Totally Exposed x GCH Foxen’s Sassy Little Lady
CH Lattalane’s Wild Irish Rose of Tralee DOM

CH Rochil’s Call of the Wild SOM ×

GCH Lattalane’s Kiss Me I’m Irish
DAM OF MERIT

CH Lonetree’s Phoenix Rising for Balmar N’R and G DOM

CH R and G’s Lonestar Cowboy x Lonetree’s Little Bit O’Grace
DAM OF MERIT

CH Newlaithe Enchantment
DOM

Faerdorn Conjuror at Newlaithe

x

UKCH Galicar Designed for Looks by Newlaithe
Rocket N Focal Point’s Written In The Stars DOM
CD RA MX MXB MXJ MJB MXF CGC TKN
Ch Lemko’s Shootin’ Star at Rocket CD BN RA MX SMJ SMXP2
Rocket’s Walk N the Clouds
DAM OF MERIT

CH Salgray’s Star Duster DOM

GCH Faerdorn Dust Buster SOM

x

Salgray’s Gift of Gab
Savoy Sicilian Thunder Bunny DOM
GCH Raklyns The Bronx MVP At Third SOM
Garnsey’s Savoy Shiraz of Haberl
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

CH Shadigee’s Fashionably Late DOM

CH Pearlisle N Standing O Risk Factor SOM x
ACC Shadigee’s Lady Luck DOM DOMG
GCC ACC South Willow n Firefly’s Made You Look DOM

CH Pearlisle Standing-O for Bix-L SOM SOMG

GCH Fanfare Spice It Up at South Willow DOM
GCH Strawberry’s Golden Cinnibon DOM
CH Strawberry N Reo Gold Country SOM
CH Telstar’s Cinni-Bon SensaShan
DAM OF MERIT

CH Windsong’s Greatest Gift of Avalon DOM
GCHB Avalon’s Urban Legend x CH Avalon’s Windsong DOM
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCH Wish-N-Wells Ticket Winner DOM
CH Ramarco’s Winning Ticket x
Macy Rae Wishnwellsboxers
TOP TWENTY
PEOPLE’S CHOICE

GCHP CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell